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8

9

In the very second year of the programme

launch of MPH, SIHS has achieved 81%

placement for its students and offered a number

of professional development programmes and

events to sharpen their skills

The organisations which came during the 2020-

2022 placement season offered different profiles

across domains such as NGOs, Public Sector,

Media, Hospitals, Consultancy and CSR

81



Average CTC

3 lakhs

Median CTC

3.50 lakhs

Highest CTC

5.5 lakhs

Consultancy CSR

Public Health Media

NGOs IT Health Care

The various recruiters included:



Verticals

Health Care IT Hospital Media NGO Public Sector
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MPH Batch 2020-2022 – Student Testimonials

My experience at Symbiosis Institute of Health

Sciences was enriching. The syllabi was curated in a

way that aids us to efficiently fulfil objectives at our

workplace. In the pandemic times it was an unique

amalgam to nurture both our theoretical knowledge and

practical proficiency.

The assignments not only examined our knowledge but

helped us to build skills that are of utmost importance

in the field of Public Health. Through it we learnt how to

approach research work and improve our presentation

skills . I am very grateful for your valuable guidance.

Dr. Parizaad Sarosh Chothia - Tech Mahindra as

Trainee

I am so thrilled that I have got an

opportunity to work on the project that

I always was passionate about even

before finishing our course. The

campus recruitment at Symbiosis gave

not only trained and groomed us but

also got eminent organisations for the

recruitment drive.

Mr. Samudraneel Acharya – Winage

as Project Coordinator

My first job at Adfactors, is like a dream come

true. No waiting no struggling, with the support

of the campus placement I was placed in my

fourth semester. Thankyou for this great

opportunity

Ms. Akshata Goje – Adfactors PR as Trainee

Account Executive

Excited to start my new role at

Meddo doxper which could be

international exposer. Thanks to

Symbiosis for grooming us and

preparing us so well to bag this role.

Ms. Twinkle Minocha – Meddo-
doxper as International Partnership
Associate



The Masters in Public Health course helped me

develop not only my knowledge but also my soft

skills. The course helped me recognize my

strengths and weaknesses. The design of the

coursework is truly amazing and encourages

students to develop skills and knowledge in

multiple disciplines of Public Health.

Sharvani Arun Patil

It was an exciting and empowering

experience doing masters in public health.

The perfectly tailored course contents,

readily accessible faculties, and a variety of

student resources created an excellent

learning environment for me to gain practical

skills and most importantly, confidence in the

workplace. SIHS – MPH proved to be a

launch pad in excelling my career to fall into

a journey of being a successful Public Health

Care Professional. The guest lectures and

webinars provided additionally to enhance

the knowledge about research and make

connections helped us to have a broader

vision.

Dr. Sahithi Sri Bellala – Tech Mahindra as

Trainee

Masters in Public health is developing field

and coming into this field helped me a lot in my

professional career as well as personal

development. It covers a wide spectrum of fields,

with each field offering it’s own growth and

development.

Ms. Jill Shah – CSR Box as Project Lead
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My choice to enroll in the Master of Public

Health program was motivated by my

personal goal to improve health conditions

in communities that do not have access to

adequate health care. This has enhanced

my personal development, provided me

with the experience I needed. It has

equipped me to capture all the

opportunities in the health care sector .

Dr. Sunny – KEM Hospital




